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! The!defining!of!terms!is!paramount!when!discussing!matters!such!as!legalism.!Since!this!term!is!not!found!
in!scripture,!but!has!been!invented!in!an!effort!to!describe!certain!motivations!and!attitudes!toward!obeying!God’s!
will,!we!will!have!to!consider!it!in!the!various!contexts!where!it!is!used!by!men.!Legalism,!or!being!a!“legalist,”!is!
usually!understood!in!light!of!one!of!these!three!categories:!Obeying!God’s!Will!To!Showboat,!Obeying!God’s!Will!
To!Score,!Obeying!God’s!Will!To!Sanctify.!Let!us!define,!explain,!and!illustrate!these!three!categories:!
!

1. Obeying(God’s(Will(To(Showboat!
Definition:!“One!who!desires!to!put!on!a!show!for!men!by!seeking!man’s!approval!and!praise!while!generating!
the!impression!of!piety!through!the!adherence!and!practice!of!God’s!law,!but!yet!loathing!God’s!will!and!living!a!
life!of!private!sin!and!apathy!toward!the!Father.”!!
!
Explanation:!Those!in!this!category!view!God’s!will!as!a!tool!that!enables!them!to!build!a!reputable!and!powerful!
status!in!the!eyes!of!men.!One!who!would!define!a!legalist!this!way!would!probably!cite!the!Pharisees!and!Scribes!
of!the!first!century!Jewish!religion.!Jesus,!when!rebuking!this!group!stated,!“Woe!unto!you,!scribes!and!Pharisees,!
hypocrites!!for!ye!are!like!unto!whited!sepulchres,!which!indeed!appear!beautiful!outward,!but!are!within!full!of!
dead!men's!bones,!and!of!all!uncleanness.!Even!so!ye!also!outwardly!appear!righteous!unto!men,!but!within!ye!
are!full!of!hypocrisy!and!iniquity”!(Matt!23:27S28).!!
!
Illustration:! Today,! exemplified! behaviors! of! those! who! fall! in! this! category! include:! knowing! and! quoting!
scripture!yet!ignoring!it’s!application!to!their!life;!quickly!rebuking!and!jumping!on!those!in!sin,!yet!in!denial!of!
having!ever!committed!sin!themselves;!believing!that!they!are!“more!righteous”!for!showing!up!15!minutes!early!
to!worship,!whereas!those!who!show!up!5!minutes!early!are!viewed!as!slackers!who!don’t!really!care!about!God.!

!
2. Obeying(God’s(Will(To(Score!

Definition:! “One! who! desires! to! score! tally! points! believing! that! heaven! will! be! earned! only! if! enough!
burdensome!and!undesirable!works!are!done!through!the!adherence!and!practicing!of!God’s!law.”!!
!
Explanation:!This!category! includes!those!who!have!a!negative!attitude!toward!God’s!will,!are! in!disagreement!
with! and! do! not! like! God’s! commandments,! but! continue! to! go! through! the! motions! of! obeying! them! halfS
heartedly! believing! that! by! doing! so,! heaven!will! be! earned.! One!who!would! define! a! legalist! this!way!would!
possibly!cite!the!Israelite!people!as!they!were!being!rebuked!by!the!prophet!Malachi.!“For!from!the!rising!of!the!
sun!even!unto!the!going!down!of!the!same!my!name!shall!be!great!among!the!Gentiles;!and!in!every!place!incense!
shall! be! offered! unto! my! name,! and! a! pure! offering:! for! my! name! shall! be! great! among! the! heathen,! saith!
the!Lord!of!hosts.!But!ye!have!profaned!it,!in!that!ye!say,!The!table!of!the!Lord!is!polluted;!and!the!fruit!thereof,!
even! his! meat,! is! contemptible.! Ye! said! also,! Behold,! what! a! weariness! is! it!! and! ye! have! snuffed! at! it,! saith!
the!Lord!of!hosts;!and!ye!brought!that!which!was!torn,!and!the!lame,!and!the!sick;!thus!ye!brought!an!offering:!
should!I!accept!this!of!your!hand?!saith!the!Lord”!(Mal!1:11S13).!!
!
Illustration:! Today,! exemplified! perspectives! of! those!who! fall! in! this! category! include:! viewing!worship! as! a!
painful,!wearisome!experience!that!is!undesirable!and!an!inconvenience;!embarrassed!by!God’s!requirements!of!
confession!and!baptism!for!salvation;!despising!the!scriptural!identity!of!the!oneness!of!the!church!of!Christ!and!
it’s!distinctiveness!and!unauthorized! fellowship!with!denominationalism.!Even!given! the!perspectives!of! those!
who!fall!in!this!category,!they!continue!to!heartlessly!appear!to!follow!God’s!commandments.!

!
3. Obeying(God’s(Will(To(Sanctify!

Definition:!“One!who!desires!to!have!an!intimate,!eternal!relationship!with!the!Father!and!is!therefore!motivated!
out! of! his! love! for!Him! to! strictly! adhere! and! practice! that!which! is! according! to! God’s! law! so! that! he! can! be!
sanctified,!holy,!and!accepted!by!Him.”!!
!
Explanation:!Those!that!fit!this!category!have!chosen!to!keep!God’s!will!motivated!by!a!love!for!God!and!out!of!an!
attitude!of!appreciation!believing!that!His!will!is!best!for!their!lives!and!provides!them!with!the!graciousness!of!
heaven’s!eternal!salvation.!One!who!would!define!a!legalist!this!way!would!cite!the!life!of!Noah!(cf.!Gen!6:22;!7:5),!
the!life!of!Abraham!(cf.!Gen!26:4S5;!Heb!11:8),!the!life!of!Moses!(cf.!Ex!40:16;!Deut!4:5S6),!the!life!of!David!(1!Kgs!!
3:14;!11:34,!38);!the!life!of!Jesus!(cf.!Phil!2:8;!Heb!5:8S9;!1!Pet!2:21S22),!the!inspired!writings!of!Paul!(cf.!1!Cor!
14:37;!Eph!5:17),!the!inspired!scriptures!of!John!(cf.!1!John!5:3;!2!John!9),!etc.!!
!
Illustration:!Today,!exemplified!behaviors!of!those!who!fall!in!this!category!include:!desiring!to!worship!God!on!
the!first!day!of!every!week!out!of!thanksgiving!for!all!He!has!done!and!therefore!doing!it!according!to!the!New!
Testament! so! that! it!will! be! accepted! (cf.! John! 4:24;! 1! Pet! 2:5);! so! eager! to! be! stirred! up! by! brethren! and! so!
longing!to!see!God’s!family!that!every!available!opportunity!to!assemble!together!with!them!is!taken!(cf.!Phil!4:1;!
Eph!2:19;!Heb!10:24S25);!proud!of!God’s!will!and!thankful!for!the!sanctification!that!is!available!through!it!that!
its!defense!and!declaration!is!a!part!of!life!(cf.!Mark!8:38!Tit!2:11S15).!!



!
( Categories! 1! and! 2! are! obviously! unacceptable! and! vain! attempts! to! adhere! to! God’s! law.! Category! 3! is!
clearly! what! our! Father! expects! (cf.! John! 14:15).! The! problem! comes! when! those! in! (or! very! familiar! with)!
categories!1!and!2!attempt!to!blanket!all!efforts!of!adherence!and!practicing!of!God’s!law!as!“legalistic!and!wrong”.!
Just! because! there! are! certain! individuals! that! obey!God’s!will! for! the!wrong!motivations! (to! gain! a! show,! or! to!
score!points)!and!with!the!wrong!attitudes!(for!power!and!prestige,!or!in!painful!irritation)!does!not!mean!that!all!
those!who!obey!the!will!of!God!have!erroneous!motives!and!attitudes.!Some!will!claim,!“those!who!say!adherence!
and!the!practicing!of!God’s!law!is!required!for!salvation!are!legalistic”.! !This!is!shocking!because!the!statement!is!
true!in!the!sense!that!legalism!involves!the!adherence!and!practicing!of!the!law!(notice!that!in!all!three!categories!
such!occurs!considering!“strict!adherence!to! the! law”! is! the!definition!of! legalism),!but! it! is! false!based!upon!the!
understanding!of!those!who!make!such!claims.!!

!
Those!who!say!“a!legalist! is!one!who!tries!to!adhere!and!practice!obedience!to!God’s!law!thinking!he!will!

get! to!heaven”!will!actually!do!so!with!a!negative!connotation!and! in! rebuke.!The! thinking!process!of! those! that!
state!this!is!as!follows:!a!realization!occurs!that!it!is!burdensome!and!unacceptable!to!obey!God’s!will!for!the!wrong!
motivations!(to!gain!a!show,!or!to!score!points)!and!again,!with!the!wrong!attitudes!(for!power!and!prestige,!or!in!
painful! irritation);! next,! their! own! definition! of! legalism! (all! obedience! to! God’s! law! is! done! out! of! the! wrong!
motivation! and! attitude)! is! accepted! and! embraced;! and! finally,! the! excuse! is! used! that! proper!motivations! and!
attitudes!can!be!found!if!God!is!then!approached!ignorantly,!casually,!and!disobediently.!This,!dear!reader,! is!the!
excuse!of!legalism.!

!
It!is!the!responsibility!of!the!individual!to!obey!God!with!the!correct!motivations!(sanctification!by!God!(cf.!

John!17:17))! and!with! the! correct! attitude! (love! for!God! (cf.! John!14:15)).!To!be! someone! (or!know! those)!who!
publically!appear!to!follow!God’s!will,!but!with!the!wrong!motivations!and!with!the!wrong!attitude!does!not!mean!
that!adherence!is!the!problem!and!that!ceasing!and!condemning!all!obedience!(obedience!meaning!legalism)!is!the!
solution.! Rather,! it! means! that! obedience! must! continue! with! corrections! made! that! will! yield! the! proper!
motivations!and!attitudes.!
!
! So!it!is!no!surprise!why!those!who!used!to!be!(or!know!those!who!were!in)!categories!1!and!2,!believe!that!
those!in!category!3!must!be!in!error!as!well.!See!the!belief! is:!“that!since!I!(or!those!around!me)!didn’t!obey!God!
with! the! right! motivation! or! with! the! right! attitude,! it! must! be! that! no! one! is! obeying! God! with! the! right!
motivations!and!with!the!right!attitude;!therefore,!let’s!just!all!disobey!God!so!that!our!actions!are!in!line!with!our!
desires! and! we! will! no! longer! be! legalistic.”! The! thinking! then! follows! with! the! idea! that! anyone! who! seeks!
obedience!is!a!“legalist”!from!category!1!and!2!and!therefore!in!error.!To!those!who!have!responded!in!such!a!way!
(and!consequently!wielded!great!influence!in!the!churches!of!Christ),!the!following!corrections!are!given:!!
!
1)!You!are!still!(or!have!become)!a!legalist!of!category!1!by!saying!“obedience!to!God!for!salvation!is!wrong”S!you!
are! seeking! to!be! a! showboat!by! claiming!piety! and! some! superior!knowledge! that! you!believe!none!of!us!have!
figured!out!yet.!
!
2)!You!are!still!(or!have!become)!a!legalist!of!category!2!by!saying!“obedience!to!God!for!salvation!is!wrong”S!you!
are!trying!to!score!tally!points!by!replacing!God’s!law!and!adding!to!it!with!your!own!standard!of!righteousness.!
!
3)!Stop!discouraging!and!condemning!obedience!to!God!by!rebuking!those!of!us!who!obey!Him!(cf.!Rom!6:1S2,!12).!
!
4)! If! there!are! those!who!do!surround!you!who!fit! into!category!1!or!2,!correct,! teach,!and!exemplify! the!proper!
motivations!and!attitudes!while!seeking!for!yourself!strict!adherence!and!obedience!to!Christ’s!law.!
!
5)! Proper!motivation! and! attitude! take! two! things:! your!will! (your! actual! desire! to! do!what! God! says! (cf.! John!
14:15))!and!growth!in!your!knowledge!of!God’s!will!(which!will!further!increase!your!desire!to!do!what!God!says!
realizing!all!He!has!done!for!you!(cf.!Eph!3:7S12)).!
!
6)!Fix!your!attitude!and!motivation!in!pursuing!God,!and!if!it!is!pure!your!obedience!will!follow!and!heaven!will!be!
your!home.!Let!us!all!purely!desire!obedience!and!fight!the!legalism!excuse!!

Sean!B.!O’Brien!

!

Chase!Burnette!
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! When!I!was!three!years!old,! I!wanted!to!be! just! like!my!dad.!He!was!such!a!dedicated!bass!fisherman!that!he!

bought!a!canoe!kit!and!built!his!own!bass!boat.!Every!time!he!would!go!fishing!I!cried!because!I!wanted!to!go!with!him.!

Finally,!he!relented!and!asked,!"Byran,!would!you!like!to!go!fishing?"!I!was!so!excited.!He!loaded!up!the!boat,!put!it!on!

the! trailer,! and!we!hopped! in! to!his! lime!green!Ford!Pinto!!Those!were! the!days!!On! the!way! to! the! lilyHpadHcovered!

pond,!Dad!told!me!to!keep!my!hands!in!the!boat.!What!a!bummer.!He!did!not!care!about!me.!He!did!not!want!me!to!

have!any!fun.!I!thought!he!loved!me,!but!now!I!was!thinking!he!just!asked!me!to!go!fishing!with!him!so!he!could!boss!me!

around!!But,!I!was!so!excited!I!ignored!those!thoughts!and!just!said,!"Yes!sir."!

! Dad!put!the!canoe!in!the!water,!loaded!up!the!gear,!and!put!on!me!one!of!those!orange!life!preservers!that!he!

had!bought!me!just!for!this!occasion.!It!was!so!restrictive!!And!it!itched!!How!was!I!going!to!have!any!fun!with!this!thing!

on?!But!I!was!too!excited!by!the!water!and!being!just!like!my!dad!to!continue!those!thoughts.!He!picked!me!up!and!sat!

me!on!the!seat,!got!in,!and!pushed!off.!As!we!glided!across!the!pond's!surface,!I!noticed!that!when!the!canoe!hit!a!lily!

pad!it!sunk!under!the!water.!That!was!great!!I!needed!to!try!that.!So!while!I!thought!Dad!was!looking!the!other!way,!I!

stuck!my!hand!out!to!a!lily!pad!right!up!against!the!boat!and!pushed!it!into!the!water.!Oh!what!joy!!That!was!so!much!

fun.!I!giggled.!

! After!two!or!three!more!lily!pad!baptisms,!my!confidence!grew.!I!forgot!about!what!Dad!told!me!to!do!until!he!

said,!"Byran,!do!not!put!your!hand!out!of!the!boat."!"Yes,!sir”,!I!said!(He!really!WAS!mean).!Suddenly,!this!huge!lily!pad!

was!calling!my!name,!I!HAD!to!sink!it.!I!had!no!choice.!It!was!just!out!of!my!reach,!so!I!stood!up!just!a!little!and!stretched!

with!everything!I!had!and!then!SPLASH!!I!flipped!over!the!side!of!the!canoe!right! into!the!water!! I!was!so!frightened!I!

held!on!to!the!boat!for!dear!life!H!forgetting!all!about!the!life!preserver.!Dad!calmly!picked!me!up!and!put!me!back!in!the!

boat.!All!I!could!say!was,!"Dad,!I!fell!off!the!water!!I!fell!off!the!water!"!

! The!truth,!of!course,!was!that!my!father!was!watching!me!the!entire!time.!He!made!it!safe!for!me,!so!that!when!I!

disobeyed!him!no!permanent!harm!would! come! to!me.!He! knew! that!being!a! threeHyearHold,! I!would!not!be!able! to!

resist! those! lily! pads,! but!he! took!me!out! there! to! experience! it! anyway.! The!other!ugly! truth!was! that! I! ruined! that!

fishing!trip!because!I!did!not!listen!to!his!instructions.!We!were!on!the!water!for!only!about!thirty!minutes!when!I!took!

the!plunge,!got!soaked,!and!we!headed!for!home.!

! This!humorous!event!in!my!life!causes!me!to!reflect!on!how,!as!an!adult,!I!look!to!the!Father.!He!too!gives!me!

instructions,!and!just!as!my!dad!loves!me!and!tells!me!to!do!things!or!not!do!things,!they!do!so!because!they!know!the!

consequences! if! I! go! beyond! those! commands.! Every! command! of! God! is! for! my! benefit,! so! if! I! trivialize! even! one!

precept,! I!am!bound!to!"fall!off! the!water."! Jesus!put! it! like! this!at! the!conclusion!of!His! sermon!on! the!mount,! "And!

every!one!that!heareth!these!sayings!of!mine,!and!doeth!them!not,!shall!be!likened!unto!a!foolish!man,!which!built!his!

house!upon!the!sand:!And!the!rain!descended,!and!the!floods!came,!and!the!winds!blew,!and!beat!upon!that!house;!and!

it!fell:!and!great!was!the!fall!of!it"!(Matthew!7:26,!27).!



BAPTISM, WORSHIP,  & 

LEGALISM 

From the experiences I’ve already had in 
college, I’ve met many people who believe earnestly 
in God but are extremely lenient and loose in the 
doctrine that they accept as truth. Many of my dear 
friends that I’ve made believe in things such as 
mechanical instruments of music in worship and 
baptism not being necessary for salvation. The 
interesting thing is that they genuinely have faith and 
believe that what they’re doing is correct and right in 
the sight of God. Those who speak of mechanical 
instruments of music in worship always defend their 
position by discussing their feelings and saying that if 
the heart is in the right place it doesn’t matter if the 
congregation participates in this practice. The problem 
with this is that there is no New Testament authority 
for mechanical instruments of music in worship. God 
has outlined exactly what He accepts in worship to 
Him. According to Colossians 3:16, “Let the word of 
Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom, teaching and 
admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and 
spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to 
the Lord.”, and Ephesians 5:19, “speaking to one 
another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, 
singing and making melody in your heart to the 
Lord,” we are commanded to sing using our HEARTS 
as our instrument in our worship while we TEACH 
with song. A HARP (or other mechanical instrument 
of music) CANNOT TEACH and it is not what God 
commanded to use as our instrument! 

Since the New Testament does not authorize 
the use of mechanical instruments of music in 
worship, many will appeal to the Old Testament and 
the accounts of Israel and other people of God. 
However, today, the Old Testament is a learning tool 
(cf. Romans 15:4) as we are now under the new law 
(cf. Hebrews 10:9)) that Jesus established in which it 
explicitly states what He wishes. Certainly those who 
claim they are worshipping acceptably in using 
mechanical instruments of music based upon their 

appeal to the Old Testament and the book of Psalms 
would not likewise claim that it is acceptable and 
authorized for us today to sacrifice fatlings, rams, 
bullocks, and goats (cf. Psalm 66:15)! 

Another aspect that I’ve seen from my friends 
and acquaintances is that people my age don’t 
understand the significance of baptism for the 
remission of sins. Baptism to them is just the old man-
made cliché “an outward sign of an inward grace.” 
However baptism is not defined this way in scripture! 
It is as Paul told the church in Rome in Romans 6:1-
11 that we are baptized into the death of Christ, buried 
in the water (cf. Acts 8:34-39), and raised to be born 
again in newness of life. It is through baptism that we 
come in contact with the blood of Jesus, which 
cleanses us of all sin and uncleanness (cf. Acts 22:16; 
Revelation 1:5).  

We as the body of the Lord must be mindful 
and diligent to continuously emphasize these essential 
matters in our assemblies, amongst our friends, and in 
our homes. Regardless of how many times we have 
heard preachers harp on them over and over again, it 
is needful that we put into remembrance these 
instructions (cf. 2 Peter 1:12-13, 15) especially 
considering the “legalistic” labels that are given to 
those who seek continued faithfulness to such 
eternally necessary matters. Those who would mark 
those of us who are faithful as “legalistic” based upon 
our steadfast efforts to cleave to the truth are longing 
for us to bend and break away from the pure identity 
of the church of Christ as it is defined in scripture. 
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DO WE UNDERSTAND LEGALISM? 
!
!
When! thinking! about! hunting! or! fishing! one! must! always! be! aware! of! the! laws! that! are!

associated!with!these!activities.!In!fact,!most!everything!in!life!comes!with!rules.!I!love!sports,!and!a!
good!athlete!is!not!always!determined!by!his!ability!to!play!the!game,!but!also!his!willingness!to!play!
by! the! rules! and! his! sportsmanship.! Likewise! a! good! hunter! or! fisherman! is! determined! by! his!
willingness!to!abide!by!the!laws!of!the!land.!Each!state!differs!with!their!laws,!but!they!all!have!them.!
And!it!is!up!to!you,!the!sportsman,!to!know!exactly!what!these!laws!are.!You!will!be!in!a!world!of!hurt!
if! you! try! to! play! the,! “rules! don’t! matter”! card! with! a! Wildlife! officer.! He! will! not! hesitate! to!
prosecute!you.!Many!of!these!laws!include!obtaining!a!hunters!education!card,!purchasing!a!hunting!
license!and!stamps!each!hunting!season,!dates,!bag! limits,!weapons!allowed,!etc.! It! is!possible,!and!
also!very!easy!to!break!these!laws!and!not!get!caught.!I!mean,!you!are!in!the!woods!or!on!a!lake!and!
there!is!no!one!around!watching!you...or!is!there?!God!is!watching,!and!God!commands!that!we!obey!
the! laws!of! the! land!(Rom.!13:1M3).! I!use!this! idea!of!hunting!and!fishing!to!show!how!many!today!
view! “legalism”.! Faithful! Christians! who! are! striving! to! obey! the! laws! of! Christ! are! immediately!
labeled!as!“legalists.”!!
!

Turn!your!attention!to!our!theme:!“Desiring)Obedience:)Fighting)the)Legalism)Excuse.”)Today,!
the!Lord’s!body!seems!to!be!divided!into!two!camps:!Those!who!are!trying!to!maintain!the!faith!as!it!
is! in!Christ,!and!those!who!go!beyond!the!authority!of!God’s!word!while!rebuking! the!other!camp,!
citing!“legalism.”!There!is!so!much!talk!these!days!about!this!word!legalism!!The!word!is!used!in!a!
variety!of!ways,!but!few!seem!to!know!what!it!really!means!(see!the!editorial!of!this!issue!for!a!study!
of! its!meaning).!Some!despise! laws,!claiming!that!obeying!God’s!commandments! is!“legalistic.”!The!
community!church!movement,!for!example,!using!“grace”!as!a!catch!phrase,!has!dismissed!any!call!to!
obedience! as! pure! legalism! while! giving! promotion! to! disobedience! and! the! lie! that! God! is! not!
concerned!with!“rules”!but!with!“relationships.”!This! is!pure!error.!Consider!2! John!9,! “Whosoever!
trangresseth,!and!abideth!not!in!the!doctrine!of!Christ,!hath!not!God.!He!that!abideth!in!the!doctrine!
of! Christ,! he! hath! both! the! Father! and! the! Son.”! God! has! graciously! supplied! the! world! with! His!
instructions!to!give!us!an!opportunity!to!be!like!Him!and!have!a!relationship!with!Him!(cf.!Tit.!2:11M
12).!NO!RULES=NO!RELATIONSHIP!!
!

If! the! sportsman’s!hunting!and! fishing! is! going! to!be! legitimized!and!authorized,! it!must!be!
done! in! accordance! with! the! laws! of! the! land.! If! the! warden! finds! disobedience! and! charges! are!
pressed,!any!claim!along!the!lines!of!“rules!don’t!matter”!won’t!work!in!the!court!of!law.!Why!do!we!
think!God!is!any!different?!Let!us!desire!obedience!and!fight!the!“legalism”!excuse!!
!
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An Ounce of Prevention is 
Worth a Pound of Cure 

With spring just around the 
corner, I am waiting with eager 
anticipation for the brightness and 
beauty that accompanies this time 
of year. I do believe that the grass 
is a special color of green during 
the earliest part of Spring. However, 
along with this beautiful season 
come certain dangers for your 
home. 
 

First, let’s focus on our 
home’s roof. A roof is one of the 
most expensive and inevitable 
repairs a homeowner will ever 
make. The cost to replace a roof 
varies with the size and pitch of the 
roof, the color, type and warranty of 
the shingles, and the cost of 
installation. With all this being said 
it is hard to say what it will cost to 
replace your home’s roof. We must 
remember that shingles serve to 
protect our home from the 
elements, rain, snow, wind, hail, 
heat, cold, UV rays and what ever 
else may come from above. It can 
be hard to know when your roof 
needs to be replaced, but here are 
some warning signs to be on the 
watch for. First of all, with the high 
winds that accompany many of the 
spring storms, one should be on the 
look out for missing shingles. 
Missing shingles are a result of age 
deterioration and wind. Second, 
watch for excessive amounts of 
sand in your gutters. Shingles are 
composed of a heavy layer of tar 
paper and little colored sand or 
gravel. The gravel is designed to 

protect the tar paper (first layer of a 
shingle) from hail and the UV Rays. 
Large amounts of sand are an 
indication that your shingles are 
near the end of their life cycle. 
Another thing to look for is the 
corners of your shingles starting to 
curl up. This is another indication of 
future shingle failure. Also it is 
important to look at your roof 
immediately after a hail storm. Hail 
can, if large enough, destroy an 
entire roof or just one section, 
based on the direction the hail falls 
and the angle of your roof. I have 
heard many people say that they 
cannot afford to replace their worn 
and tattered roof, but in reality a 
homeowner cannot afford not to 
replace a bad roof. Remember, 
water runs downhill. A leaky roof, in 
a short amount of time, destroys the 
entire house. 
 

Another important spring 
task is gutter cleaning. As the 
leaves fall during the Autumn 
months, your gutters may have 
accumulated enough leaves to 
cause serious problems. Gutters 
are designed to collect the water 
from your roof and channel it to 
your down spouts and hopefully 
away from your foundation. 
Excessive amounts of runoff 
pooling around your foundation can 
cause settling, foundation damage 
and other possible problems. Clean 
gutters and clear down spouts are 
essential to helping to maintain your 
home. 

 
Thirdly, pay attention to your 

siding and trim. Siding and trim are 
designed to help keep your house 
dry and draft free. Make sure that 
your siding is in good condition and 
replace any broken or rotten siding. 
Also check the trim around windows 
and doors. Make sure the trim is 
free from any rot and make sure 
that it is chalked well. If your siding 
or trim is weathered and leaky it 
can allow water into your walls 
causing damage to your insulation, 
studs, base boards, and possibly 
leak water into your home. Besides 

the water damage the moisture 
trapped in the walls can give mold 
and fungus a prime habitat. Once 
we know we have all this in order, 
what about the paint? Paint is a 
sealer, it is not designed just to 
make your house look beautiful, but 
to protect your home’s trim and 
siding. Watch for cracked, peeling 
and missing paint. 

A home’s maintenance 
takes, time, planning, energy, and 
care. Our homes are a costly 
investment, and preventative costs 
are a worthwhile and rewarding 
investment.  

 
Making a Biblical, spiritual 

application to “home maintenance” 
and the responsibilities of the head 
of the home is one too needful to be 
overlooked. Paul when writing to 
the Ephesians encouraged fathers 
to practice preventative 
maintenance (Eph. 6:4). God wants 
fathers to be constantly teaching 
their sons and daughters (Jos. 4:6-
7). What type of spiritual 
maintenance have you been doing 

in your home? Remember 
maintenance is not always fixing 
things that are broken, but rather 
preventing problems from arising. 
Are you being the “maintenance 
man” for your wife and children that 
God commands you to be?!
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There%are%so%many%lessons%to%be%gleaned%from%the%wonderful%world%of%sports.%Whether%that%
lesson%be%the%rewards%of%hard%work%and%preparation,%to%the%ability%to%persevere%through%adversity,%to%the%
maturity%to%handle%a%loss,%these%games%that%we%watch%or%play%are%constantly%teaching%us.%My%goal%in%this%
column%will%be%to%share%not%only%my%love%for%sports,%but%the%lessons%that%sports%have%taught%and%continue%
to%teach%me%to%this%day.%%

Are You Striving For 
Perfection? 

I" can’t" even" begin" to" count" the"
number"of"lessons"that"can"be"learned"
from"the"game"of"baseball."I"played"the"
game"for"a"long"time,"and"I"continue"to"
learn"lessons"from"the"game"even"after"
my"career"is"over."Among"the"lessons"I"
learned" is" one" that" every" coach"
parrots:"“Practice"makes"perfect!”"The"
statement" brings" to"mind" the" internal"
grumbling" taking" place" in" my" mind"
while" I" took" my" 500th" ground" ball" or"
5,000th"swing"in"batting"practice"for"the"
day." It"was"every" coach’s" favorite"way"
to" justify" the" marathon" practice" you"
were" currently" participating" in." While"
the" literal" meaning" of" the" statement"
was" impossible," the" sentiment" rang"
true." Look" at" any" baseball" player"who"
has"been" in" the" game" for" a"while" and"
something"you"will"immediately"notice"
is" they" are" far" from" perfect" at" the"
game."For"example,"succeeding"a"mere"
30%"of"the"time"at"the"plate"in"the"big"
leagues" will" all" but" guarantee" you" a"
spot" in" the" Baseball" Hall" of" Fame!" In"
any"other"sport"being"defeated"70%"of"

the" time" would" be" largely"
unsuccessful." Seeing" as" how" even" the"
best" baseball" players" are" far" from"
perfection," the" statement" “Practice"
makes" perfect!”" could" not" be" true."
Why" is" it" a" coach" favorite," then?"
Coaches" know" the" only" way" to" get"
better" in" the" game" of" baseball" is" to"
constantly" work" on" the" little" things"
that" cause" fundamentals" to" break"
down."Hitters"and"pitchers"alike"spend"
thousands" of" repetitions" working" on"
pitches" and" swings" that" will" never" be"
perfect." As" Christians" we" can" always"
relate"with" this."We" are" not" strangers"
to" failure." In" fact" the" Bible" tells" us"
without" a" doubt" we" will" fall" short" of"
the" glory" of" God" (Rom." 3:10,23,"Mark"
10:18)." Does" that" mean" we" should"
accept" our" failures?"What" does" God’s"
word" tell" us" about" striving" for"
perfection?"

" Paul"used"a"very"valuable"sports"
analogy"in"1"Corinthians"9:24,"“Do"you"
not"know"that"those"who"run"in"a"race"
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all#run,#but#one#receives#the#prize?#Run#
in#such#a#way#that#you#may#obtain# it.”#
Does#Paul#give#the#idea#that#finishing#in#
the#middle#of#the#pack#is#acceptable,#or#
does#he#say#we#should#strive#to#be#the#
best?#God# calls# us# to# be# holy# as#He# is#
holy# (1# Peter# 1:15F16).# We# will# never#
be# perfect,# but# does# that# mean# we#
should#not#strive#to#be?#In#Romans#6:1F
2,# Paul# addresses# this# question# when#
he#says,#“What#shall#we#say#then?#Shall#
we# continue# in# sin# that# grace# may#
abound?# Certainly# not!# How# shall# we#
who# died# to# sin# live# any# longer# in# it?#
Verses# 3# through# 9# explain# that# we#
were# baptized# into# His# death# and#
through# baptism# we# die# to# sin.#
Therefore#we# should#walk# in# newness#
of# life,# not# returning# to# our# old#ways.#
Can#a#hitter# succeed#at# the#plate# if#he#
keeps# repeating# the# same# mistakes#
after# he# learns# how# to# fix# them?#
Likewise,# we# as# Christians# need# to,# in#
the#words#of#Hebrews#12:1,#“lay#aside#
every# weight,# and# the# sin# which# so#
easily# ensnares# us# and# run# with#
endurance#the#race#set#before#us.”##

# Those# of# us# who# have# been#
saved# also# need# to# realize# that# our#
journey,# our# race,# is# not# done.#
Salvation#is#when#the#race#begins.#Paul#
says#it#best#in#Philippians#3:12F14,#“Not#
that# I# have# already# attained,# or# am#
already#perfected;#but#I#press#on,#that#I#
may# lay# hold# of# that# for# which# Christ#
Jesus# has# also# laid# hold# of# me.#
Brethren,#I#do#not#count#myself#to#have#
apprehended;# but# one# thing# I# do,#
forgetting# those# things# which# are#
behind,#and#reaching#forward#to#those#
things#which#are#ahead,#I#press#toward#
the# goal# for# the# prize# of# the# upward#
call# of# God# in# Christ# Jesus.”# Let# us#
never# count# ourselves# as# having#
apprehended,# but# let# us# always# press#
on# toward# the# goal.# As# Paul# said# in# 1#
Corinthians# 9:25,# “Now# they# do# it# to#
obtain# a#perishable# crown,#but#we# for#
an# imperishable# crown.”# We# must#
strive# for# perfection# and# when# we#
inevitably# fall# short,# we# must# learn#
from#the#mistake#and#press#on#toward#
the# imperishable# crown!# # # # F

# #
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As! I! was! sitting! around! with! an! old!
buddy! of! mine,! we! were! talking! about!
different! things! and! suddenly! he! started!
singing!“I’m!on!a!highway!to!Hell”.!!So!I!asked!
him,!“Are!you!really!on!a!highway!to!Hell?”!It!
is! so! easy! to! allow! certain! songs! or! catch!
phrases!to!get!into!our!minds!and!encourage!
us!to!not!obey!God.!For!example,!think!about!
this! particular! line! in! that! song! “Hey! Satan,!
paid!my!dues!playing!in!a!rock!band.”!Is!this!
something! that! a! Christian! should! listen! to?!
Should! a! Christian! sing! songs! to! the! devil?!
There!are!many!songs! that!promote!serving!
the! devil! and! leading! a! disobedient! life!
toward! God.! When! we! look! out! into! the!
world,!we!can!see!and!hear!many!things!that!
make!it!seem!like!obeying!God!is!not!the!way!
to! live.! But! let! me! say! this! my! dear! friend,!
obeying! God! is! the! best! way! to! live.! Let! us!
view! a! few! of! God’s! commandments! in! the!
New!Testament:!
1. Love!without!hypocrisy!!
(Rom!12:9)!

2. Be!kindly!affectionate!!
(Rom!12:10)!

3. Love!one!another!(1!John!4:7)!

!
! !
As! one! looks! at! these! commandments,! he!
or!she!is!getting!a!glimpse!of!the!will!of!God!
for!mankind.!Would!it!help!us!as!a!people!to!
obey!such!commandments?!The!apostle!John!
wrote,! “…his! commandments! are! not!
grievous”! (1! John!5:3).!The! idea!of! grievous!
is! being! burdensome! or! heavy! in! weight.!
Being! an! obedient! servant! of! God! is! not! a!
burdensome! life! style,! but! rather! it! is! true!
freedom!according!to!Jesus!Christ,!“You!shall!
know!the!truth,!and!the!truth!shall!make!you!
free”! (John! 8:32).! ! The! apostle! Paul! wrote,!
“And! having! been! set! free! from! sin,! you!
became!slaves!of!righteousness”!(Rom!6:18).!
Therefore! as! Christians,! let! us! not! allow!
anything! to!motivate!us! to! go!back! to!being!
slaves!to!sin.!!
!
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! I!recently!saw!a!post!on!Facebook!from!a!fellow!preacher!who!stated!that!he!was!going!to!be!
absent!from!the!site!for!a!few!weeks.!After!a!two!week!period!of!time!he!came!back!saying!how!great!it!
was!to!be!away!and!listed!all!of!the!things!he!was!able!to!accomplish.!He!even!stated!that!his!family!
turned!off!all!media!during!this!time,!replacing!it!with!family!meals,!Bible!study,!board!games!and!singing.!
This!got!me!to!think,!what!if!we!all!did!this!for!a!few!weeks?!
!

Now,!I!love!my!home!theater.!I!love!having!family!movie!nights!with!the!kids.!I!love!snuggling!up!
with!my!wife!and!watching!our!favorite!TV!shows.!However,!all!of!these!family!activities!have!one!thing!
in!common.!No!one!is!communicating.!Movies!require!the!audience!to!be!silent!if!they!are!to!be!enjoyed.!
This!results!in!no!sharing!of!daily!events,!ideas!for!the!future,!and!reminiscing!of!the!past.!In!fact,!we!as!a!
family!are!not!enjoying!each!other,!but!strangers!who!are!acting!out!some!story!in!front!of!us.!
!

I’m!not!saying!that!we!need!to!stop!this!entirely,!but!instead!of!a!weekly!movie!night,!how!about!a!
monthly!movie!night.!Let’s! replace! the!other!nights!with! family!game!night! so!we!can! laugh!with!each!
other! and! enjoy! each! other!! Let’s! replace! them!with!a!family!Bible!study!so!we!can!learn!
together!and!comfort!each!other.!Let’s! go! take! a! walk! and! enjoy! nature! and!
show! our! children! the! importance!of!being!together.!
!

I!wonder!what!would! happen! to! the! average!
American! family! if! they! would! simply! take! the!
time! that! they! spend! watching! and! instead!
spend! that! time! interacting.! I! have! a!
feeling!that!our!families! would!become!stronger.!
Mom! and! Dad! all! of! a! sudden! would! have! a!
greater! respect! and! admiration! for! each!
other.! Maybe! even! rekindle! the! old! flame!
that! they! were! scared! had! gone! out.! It! could!
be! that! the! children! would!look!at!Mom!and!
Dad! in! a! different! light! and! learn! from! their!
example! the! importance! of! being! together.! This!
could!be!just!the!thing!that! our! society! needs!! This!
could! be! revolutionary!! What!a!new!idea!!
!

Nope.!Not!a!new!idea!at!all.! In! fact,! when! we! look! into! God’s!
word,!we!read!about!the!importance!of! family!and!how!each!of!the!members!is!
to! behave.!Husbands! are! to! love! their!wives! so!much! that! they! are! even!willing! to! die! for! them! (Eph.!
5:25).!Wives! are! to! respect! their!husbands! and! submit! to! them! (Eph.! 5:24).! Parents! are! to! teach! their!
children!about! life! and!how! to! live! that! life! in!order! to!be!pleasing! to!God! (Eph.!6:4;!Titus!2:3X4).!The!
children! are! to! respect! and! obey! their! parents! (Eph.! 6:1X3).! ! Imagine! a! society! in!which! every! family!
followed!God’s!blueprint.!It!would!truly!be!a!different!world.!!
!

So,!I!challenge!each!of!you!reading!this!today!to!pick!up!that!remote!and!hit!the!off!button.!Turn!off!
your!computer,!iPad,!iPhone,!and!log!out!of!all!of!your!social!media!accounts.!Not!
forever,!mind!you,!but!just!for!a!few!weeks.!I!have!a!feeling!you!will!find!that!all!of!
those!posts,!TV!shows,!movies,!and!video!games!you!are!missing!are!not!nearly!as!
important!as!those!smiles!you!will!see!when!you!take!your!eyes!off!of!the!screen!
and!put!them!on!those!faces!sitting!next!to!you!!

!



 

 An Exercise in Diligence
 Obey the Plan…

An exercise program can only be successful if the participant actually stays the 

course. There are many potential exercise plans that will help you reach your goals, but 

the most important key to success is following the plan faithfully. Most benefits of exercise 

are temporary (less than 48 hours) which means regular conditioning is critical to 

maintaining those improvements. These short-termed changes, when accumulated over 

time produce long lasting benefits. Partial follow-through or taking time off will not 

deliver the results you are seeking. The Christian walk is one of diligence not only 

physically, but spiritually as well. We are not to pursue improved health because it makes 

us better than others; rather, participation in a healthy lifestyle offers us a way to receive 

some of the blessings that God provides. In order to obtain these physical blessings, we 

must be dedicated to making them happen. 

Since the positive results of physical exercise are short-term, we need to maintain 

our activity level to continue receiving the benefits. The increase in calories burned, 

release of beneficial hormones (testosterone, endorphins, etc.), better sleep, and benefits to 

digestive health are just a few of the short-term rewards from physical exercise. These 

benefits will only continue if regular participation occurs. The plain truth is that our lives 

are either improving or declining. This truth holds physically as well as emotionally, 

intellectually, and spiritually. Spiritually, we need to consistently live in obedience to God 

so we do not take a step back. Small daily steps toward God lead to more substantial 

changes that provide long-lasting benefits, just like we experience in our physical bodies. 

Being diligent each day spiritually leads to being a better disciple in the long run. 

The longer we exercise, the greater we realize short-term effects and achieve new 

benefits. The reduction of resting heart rate, blood pressure, and the increase of resting 

metabolic rate are just a few of the benefits gained with exercising over an extended 
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period of time. Likewise, the improvements to our spiritual life are much greater when we 

consistently pursue a relationship with God over the long term.  

Breaks should be built into any exercise program in order to rest our bodies and 

maintain our sanity. These breaks cannot be on a whim and unscheduled as it would 

promote a mindset of indulgence and laxity. This scheduled time off gives us something to 

look forward to and pushes us to greater heights. Breaks in fact can make us stronger and 

better able to carry out the plan before us. Spiritually we must take breaks as well.  A 

break does not mean to enter into a temporary life of sin, but rather like Jesus, to retreat 

in order to pray (Luke 5:16). We need periodic breaks from the stress and activity of life to 

recover ourselves physically, mentally and spiritually. 

The abundant life is characterized by diligence. Obedience and follow-through on 

our plans in life is the best way to experience true freedom. Obedience to a plan does not 

apply shackles, but actually releases you from them. Proverbs 13:4 says, “The soul of the 

sluggard craves and gets nothing, while the soul of the diligent is richly supplied.”�Let us 

be those that seek a full life free from the slothful ways that so easily enslave us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Health Tip of the Month: Isn’t it hard to part with a good pair of running shoes? In 

truth, we probably should part more readily with our running shoes than most of us do. It 

varies from person-to-person and shoe-to-shoe, but around 300 miles seems to be the best 

time to start transitioning into your new pair. It is tough to part with that great pair of 

shoes, but by changing them at the proper mileage you are protecting your feet, knees, 

hips and back from all types of unwanted wear and tear. Happy running! 
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Men of Wisdom 
A Challenge from Proverbs 

!

!
Calm%Down*%Say%it%Right%

 

Have!you!noticed!how!loud,!uncouth,!and!undisciplined!many!of!our!brethren!are!when!in!
the!presence!of!God’s!people!lately?!All!over!the!brotherhood!there!are!complaints!of!God’s!
men!failing!to!be!Godly!in!their!public!communication.!Some!brethren!actually!believe!that!
because!it!concerns!them!it!should!be!public!knowledge.!!
They!loudly!blurt!out!whatever!comes!to!their!minds,!!
regardless!of!who!is!listening.!Nothing!is!sacred!!
with!them!and!their!disrespect!for!the!Lord’s!!
Church!and!Lord’s!people!bring!a!loss!!
of!respect!for!them.!
!
“A!soft!answer!turneth!away!wrath:!but!!
grievous!words!stir!up!anger...“!DPr%15:1!

!
If!brethren!would!employ!Solomon’s!!

wisdom!and!advice,!there!would!be!less!!
uncharitable!talk,!undeserved!criticism,!!
and!foolish!chatter!from!God’s!men.!!
No!one!is!attracted!by!those!who!!
strut!like!a!peacock!and!babble!!
and!scream!like!hyenas.!
!

Final!Advice!
Take!your!time,!calm!downD!Don’t!!
open!your!mouth!until!you!put!!
the!Lord!in!your!heart.!
!



!

Back!to!the!Basics:!!

Anxiety!and!Worry!
!!!

Back%to%the%basics%is%a%section%that%reminds%us%of%some%basic%principles%that%we%learn%when%we%become%Christians,%but%are%
still%valuable,%growing%concepts%that%we%can%all%benefit%from%revisiting.%
%

Someone! very! wise! once! told! me! "90%! of! what!

you! worry! about! doesn't! happen,! and! the! other! 10%!

doesn't! matter."! So,! why! do! we! fall! into! such! traps! of!

worry?! Why! is! it! that,! according! to! the! Anxiety! and!

Depression! Association! of! America,! anxiety! disorders! are!

the!most!common!mental!illness!in!the!United!States?!Why!

is!it!that!this!disorder!also!affects!about!18%!of!adults?!
!!

After!all,!Jesus!tells!us!in!Matthew!6:25O34!not!to!

worry.!
!

25% “Therefore% I% say% to% you,% do% not% worry% about%
your% life,% what% you% will% eat% or% what% you% will% drink;% nor%
about%your%body,%what%you%will%put%on.%Is%not%life%more%than%
food%and%the%body%more%than%clothing?%26%Look%at%the%birds%
of% the% air,% for% they% neither% sow% nor% reap% nor% gather% into%
barns;%yet%your%heavenly%Father%feeds%them.%Are%you%not%of%
more% value% than% they?% 27%Which% of% you% by% worrying% can%
add% one% cubit% to% his% stature?% 28% “So% why% do% you% worry%
about% clothing?% Consider% the% lilies% of% the% field,% how% they%
grow:%they%neither%toil%nor%spin;%29%and%yet%I%say%to%you%that%
even% Solomon% in% all% his% glory%was% not% arrayed% like% one% of%
these.%30%Now%if%God%so%clothes%the%grass%of%the%field,%which%
today%is,%and%tomorrow%is%thrown%into%the%oven,%will%He%not%
much%more%clothe%you,%O%you%of% little%faith?%31%“Therefore%
do%not%worry,% saying,% ‘What% shall%we%eat?’% or% ‘What% shall%
we%drink?’%or% ‘What%shall%we%wear?’%32%For%after%all% these%
things% the% Gentiles% seek.% For% your% heavenly% Father% knows%
that% you% need% all% these% things.% 33% But% seek% first% the%
kingdom%of%God%and%His%righteousness,%and%all%these%things%
shall% be% added% to% you.% 34% Therefore% do% not% worry% about%
tomorrow,% for% tomorrow%will% worry% about% its% own% things.%
Sufficient%for%the%day%is%its%own%trouble.”%

%

So!why!do!we!do! it?! It! sounds! like! such! an! easy!

concept,!and!really,! it!should!be,!but!where!do!we!get!off!

track?!
!

One!of! the!most! common! reasons! for!worry! is! a!

fear!of! failure!or!even! the! fear!of!anxiety! itself.! If!we!can!

learn!to!embrace!failures,!we!not!only!can!grow!in!wisdom!

by! learning! from! our! failures,! but! we! can! overcome! the!

fear!of!anxieties!by!understanding!that!we!do!failO!and!that!

whatever!or!however!we!have!failed,!we!will!overcome.!
!

Winston!Churchill!said!"Success!is!stumbling!from!

failure!to!failure!with!no!loss!of!enthusiasm."!

He! also! said,! "Success! is! not! final,! failure! is! not!

fatal;!it!is!the!courage!to!continue!that!counts."!We!do!not!

even! know! that! tomorrow! is! guaranteed.! After! all,! in! 2!

Peter!3:10,!we! learn!that!"the!Lord!will!come!as!a!thief! in!

the! night."! We! could! be! getting! worked! up! over! a!

presentation! at! work! tomorrow! that! will! not! even! come!

because!the!Lord!will!return.!We!could!be!anxious!about!all!

of!the!chores!and!tasks!piling!up!on!the!"toOdo"!list;!only!to!

have!the!Lord!and!all!of!his!glory!return!to!bring!us!home.!
!

Anxiety!is!a!very!heart!wrenching,!exhausting,!and!

troublesome!thing!to!struggle!with.!The!good!news!is!there!

is!a!Father!in!heaven!that!tells!us!we!can!bring!our!troubles!

to!him!in!prayer.!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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! The!view!one!has!of!the!Bible!directly!impacts!
his! willingness! to! study! it! and! apply! it.! There! are!
many! examples! throughout! scripture! of! how! people!
and! how!God! views!His! commands.! As! the! following!
list!is!considered,!think!about!your!view!of!the!Bible:!!
!
! Some% will% despise% it:! ! “but$ they$ mocked$ the$
messengers$ of$ God,$ and$ despised$ his$ words,$ and$
misused$his$prophets,$until$the$wrath$of$the$Lord$arose$
against$ his$ people,$ till$ there$ was$ no$
remedy”!(2!Ch!36:16).!!

! Some%will%hate%it:!“For$that$they$hated$
knowledge,$and$did$not$choose$the$fear$
of$the$Lord”!(Pr!1:29).!!

! Some% will% be% angry% with% it:! “When$
they$ heard$ these$ things,$ they$ were$ cut$
to$ the$ heart,$ and$ they$ gnashed$ on$ him$
with$their$teeth$…$they$cried$out$with$a$
loud$ voice,$ and$ stopped$ their$ ears,$ and$
ran$upon$him”!(Acts!7:54,!57).!

! Some% will% rebel% against% it:! “Thus$ saith$ the$ Lord,$
Stand$ ye$ in$ the$ ways,$and$ see,$ and$ ask$ for$ the$ old$
paths,$where$is$the$good$way,$and$walk$therein,$and$ye$
shall$find$rest$for$your$souls.$But$they$said,$We$will$not$
walk$therein”!(Jer!6:16)!

! Some%will% avoid% it:! “Arise,$go$to$Nineveh,$that$great$
city,$and$cry$against$it;$for$their$wickedness$is$come$up$
before$ me.$ But$ Jonah$ rose$ up$ to$ flee$ unto$ Tarshish$$
from$the$presence$of$the$Lord”!(Jon!1:2P3).!
! Some% will% love% it:! “O$ how$ I$ love$ thy$ law!$ It$ is$ my$
meditation$all$the$day”!(Ps!119:97).!

! Some%will% depend% on% it:! “Thy$word$is$a$lamp$unto$
my$feet,$and$a$light$unto$my$path”!(Ps!119:105).!

! Some% will% desire% it:! “More$ to$ be$ desired$ are$ they$
than$gold,$yea,$than$much$fine$gold:$sweeter$also$than$
honey$and$the$honeycomb”!(Ps!19:10).!

! God%views%His%word%as%magnificent:!“for$thou$hast$
magnified$thy$word$above$all$thy$name”!(Ps!138:2).!

! God%views%His%word%as%being%directly% related% to%
Himself:! “Whosoever$ therefore$ shall$ be$ ashamed$ of$

me$ and$ of$my$words$ in$ this$ adulterous$
and$ sinful$ generation;$ of$ him$also$ shall$
the$ Son$ of$ man$ be$ ashamed,$ when$ he$
cometh$ in$ the$ glory$ of$ his$ Father$ with$
the$holy$angels”(Mk!8:38).!
!

What!type!of!value!do!you!place!
upon!God’s!word?!The!higher!value!we!
place! upon! the! Bible! the! more! eager,!
diligent,!and!steadfast!we!will!be!in!our!
study! of! it.! How! does! this! relate! to!

legalism?!If!one!views!God’s!word!as!a!bunch!of!rules,!
regulations,! and! roadblocks,! then! it! will! not! only!
rarely!be!utilized,!but!it!will!be!avoided!and!despised!
along! with! those! that! promote! obedience! to! such.!
However,! if! it! is! cherished! as! a! gracious! gift! that! is!
undeserved!(cf.!Tit!2:11P12),!and!essential!to!living!(cf.!
Matt! 4:4),! then! God’s! commandments!will! be! longed!
after,! obedience! to! such! will! be!
exemplified,!and!the!teaching!and!
preaching! of! it! will! be! zealously!
unavoidable!!

More to be desired 
are they than gold, 
yea, than much fine 
gold: sweeter also 
than honey and the 

honeycomb. 
-Psalm 19:10$
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Desiring and expecting obedience within the family can 
be tricky.  How can one achieve full obedience without 
being viewed in a negative light?  After all, rules and 
their strict adherence are necessary and beneficial for 
any family to function properly.  Often those that seek to 
undermine and escape authority categorize those that 
seek to uphold it as “legalists.”  Yet the fact remains that 
God did in fact institute a line of authority within the 
family:  
� The Lord Jesus Christ is the ultimate authority, “The 

head of every man is Christ…”  
   (1 Corinthians 11:3). 
� The husband/father is to lead the wife, “The head of 

the woman is the man…” (1 Corinthians 11:3). 
� The parents together lead the children, “Children, 

obey your parents in the Lord: for this is right�  
(Ephesians 6:1). 
Knowing now the pattern for authority, how does one 

effectively get the entire family to follow/obey his lead?  
The Scriptures reveal a one word answer: LOVE!  
Consider how that before God commanded us, He had 
first expressed His love by giving us life and giving us 
His Son (Revelation 13:8; Romans 5:8).  Thereafter we 

came to love Him (1 John 4:19) and that love is 
expressed through faithful obedience (1 John 5:2-3).  
God’s expectation for obedience (1 John 2:3-6) is not 
born from an unloving heart.  On the contrary, it is born 
from the great depths of His love for us (Ephesians 
3:18-19) in that He grants us with the sustainment of 
daily life (Hebrews 1:3), He gives us bountiful physical 
blessings (Matthew 5:44-45), and He has graciously 
given us access to salvation through His instructions and 
His Son (Romans 6:23; Titus 2:11-12).  In like fashion, 
our desire for obedience from our spouses (Ephesians 
5:22) and children (Ephesians 6:1) stems not from 
heartlessness, but from our love (Ephesians 5:25; 6:3) 
as we continue to give to them without expectation 
(Luke 6:35)!  The answer for obedience is love; it 
always has been and always will be.  Do you desire 
obedience in your home?  Do you want to avoid the 
“legalism” excuse?  Then use the Scriptural answer, 
LOVE.  For it is the greatest gift ever given to man (1 
Corinthians 13:13).  Love your family fully, freely and 
without favoritism and you can come to 
know obedience as described within 
the pages of inspiration. 
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 Smooth Seas or Skilled Sailors
 
On April 15, 1912, the RMS Titanic met her dismal end in the frigid waters off the coast 

of Newfoundland. This ship is undoubtedly the most well-known luxury ocean liner of all time 
and serves to be a vivid illustration of what not to do in any crisis situation. At the helm of this 
infamous vessel was a man by the name of Captain Edward John Smith. 

The first thing that must be noted about Captain Smith is his impeccably captain like 
appearance. There was no possible way he could look more like a captain than he did. What 
people saw was an incredibly handsome, solidly-built, stern looking man with a neatly 
trimmed, majestic white beard. Of course, the 3,327 passengers and crew of a 46,328 ton, 883 
ft. long vessel would likely demand more than this in one to whom their very lives would be 
entrusted. 

Yet not only his physical traits, but also his demeanor was everything you would expect 
from a well-seasoned seaman. In all truth, he WAS well seasoned. That is to say, his years of 
governing the course and operations of a ship were not few. In fact, his career on the seas 
began in 1869, 43 years before the Titanic’s maiden voyage. However, in spite of his 
background, he lacked something crucial. In speaking to the press on his experience as a 
naval captain, Smith spoke honestly and perhaps arrogantly: 
  "When anyone asks me how I can best describe my experiences in nearly 40 years at 
sea, I merely say, uneventful. Of course, there have been winter gales, and storms and fog and 
the like, but in all my experience I have never been in any accident of any sort worth speaking 
about. I have seen but one vessel in distress in all my years at sea - a brig, the crew of which 
were taken off in a small boat in charge of my third officer. I never saw a wreck and have never 
been wrecked, nor was I ever in any predicament that threatened to end in disaster of any sort. 
You see, I am not very good material for a story." 

In short, he was a captain very well-acquainted with smooth, problem-free voyages. He 
had not yet experienced a life-threatening crisis at sea. Therefore he was unprepared to deal 
with an event as disastrous as that which the Titanic would encounter. Ironically, because he 
was “not very good material for a story,” he was not very good material for being a captain in 
crisis either. Consequently, he became the former posthumously. 

On top of this major shortcoming, Smith himself thought his ship, or any contemporary 
vessel for that matter, unsinkable. Among other similar statements, he is quoted as saying “I 
cannot imagine any condition which would cause a ship to founder. I cannot conceive of any 



vital disaster happening to this vessel. Modern shipbuilding has gone beyond that." Such a 
statement is very telling of man’s psyche: he tends to place a considerable amount of trust in 
himself as well as the products of his own design and construction. To entrust a man with this 
type of mindset, coupled with inexperience, with thousands of lives can prove devastating. 

When the passengers of the Titanic needed their Captain to take action immediately, 
Smith stood as frozen as the iceberg that had torn the fatal hole in the ship’s hull. Members of 
his crew would later relate to the press how vague and at times unrealistic the Captain’s 
orders were. While the number of lifeboats could only accommodate a little over half the 
number of passengers, the number of lifeboat vacancies at the end of the ordeal was 
inexcusable. Nearly three hours after striking the iceberg the largest ocean liner of its day, 
also touted as an unsinkable ship, was completely submerged in the forbidding waters of the 
Atlantic, claiming the lives of 1,490. 

The intent of this article is not to vilify a man who might otherwise have been a great 
captain. The point of the matter is, calamity befalls the prepared and the unprepared alike. 
Could a man with just as much experience have done a better job? 
Certainly! Had Captain Smith held a proper attitude and respect for the tremendous 
responsibility placed on his shoulders the outcome may have been much different and more 
lives may have been saved. However, for one to fail in fostering such a mindset, after 
completing voyage after voyage without serious hardship, is not unbelievable. In the words of 
an old English proverb, “A smooth sea never made a skilled mariner.” 

One application to be taken from this tragic and historic event is as profound as it is 
obvious. The human condition is characterized by smooth waters and rough, stormy seas 
alike. A man who has suffered much is likely to be better equipped to endure worse. On the 
other hand, when difficulty finds the man who has experienced little hardship, he may find it 
much harder to handle. Therefore the best thing to do in times of ease is to remain conscious 
and sober of the inevitable trials to come. The inspired words of James come to mind: “My 
brethren, count it all joy when ye fall into diverse temptations; knowing this, that the trying of 
your faith worketh patience. But let patience have her perfect work, that ye may be perfect and 
entire, wanting nothing” (James 1:2-4). 
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         Gentleman When In  
 

Have you ever asked a person to discuss something 
about which you both knew there was disagreement, and 
the person said, “I don’t want to argue�? Why is it that 
many seem to think that discussing disagreements has to 
be an argument? We generally do not like for people to 
disagree with us, and we do not have to like it, but as a 
Christian gentleman, we must go about disagreeing in 
the proper way. What are some keys to handling 
disagreement as a gentleman? 
 

• Listen. I would classify listening as a skill, one 
which does not seem to be commonly held. Todd 
Clippard, at Polishing the Pulpit last year, 
mentioned the “dinner table test.” He said when 
sitting with a group of people to observe and count 
how many times someone starts talking only to be 
interrupted before finishing. Can you picture 
someone who commonly interrupts others being 
called a gentleman? I have tried this “test” (it does 
not have to be at a dinner table, but anywhere where 
there is a group talking), and you may be surprised 
at the results. Listening to truly understand (not 
necessarily agree) from where the person is coming, 
will protect against anger (cf. Pro. 14:17; Ecc. 7:9; 
James 1:19). Listen to the Proverbs writer, “He who 
answers a matter before he hears it, It is folly and 
shame to him.” Truly listen to the other person, and 
you may find that you don’t even disagree. A 
Christian gentleman will seek to listen.1 

 
• In matters of opinion, let it go. Everyone has 

opinions, and having them is not wrong. Attempting 
to press them upon others is wrong. Becoming a 
“hothead” over opinions is un-gentleman-like and 
childish. Paul wrote about dealing with matters 
which are not of “the faith” (Rom. 14).2 I believe 
what he covered is deeper than opinions, but it is 
applicable here. Notice what I believe to be the key 
statement in this chapter: “Therefore let us pursue 
the things which make for peace and the things by 
which one may edify another” (14:19). Arguing over 
opinions does not edify. A healthy discussion is fine, 
but arguing and trying to force opinions is not. A 
Christian gentleman will “let go” matters of opinion. 

                                                
 1 I strongly recommend Stephen R. Covey, THE 7 
HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE, (New York, 
NY: FREE PRESS, 1989, 2004). Regarding listening, see 
“Habit 5.” 
 2 It is outside the scope of this article to delve into a 
treatment of Romans 14, but you can go to such at the 
following link: 
http://rogersspringschurchofchrist.com/uploads/3/1/1/2/3
112407/romans_chapter_fourteen.pdf  

• In matters of the faith, be gentle. We must, as the 
late beloved Curtis Cates said, stand as firm as the 
rock of Gibraltar on Truth. However, we must do it 
“in love” (Eph. 4:15). Listen to Paul:  

 
�And a servant of the Lord must not quarrel but be 
gentle to all, able to teach, patient, in humility 
correcting those who are in opposition, if God 
perhaps will grant them repentance, so that they 
may know the truth, and that they may come to 
their senses and escape the snare of the devil, 
having been taken captive by him to do his will� 
(2 Tim. 2:24-26). 
• Bauer described “gentle” used here as “kind 

toward someone.”3 
• This is well understood when realizing that the 

goal is for the person to repent and be saved. 
• A Christian gentleman will not seek to “one up” 

someone who is in error, but rather will in 
gentleness seek to bring the person to the Truth.4 

 
If we cannot disagree without being angered, that 

is a serious problem. Even in matters of the faith, we 
should not stop behaving like a gentleman. It really boils 
down to whether or not we practice the following words 
of Jesus: “Therefore, whatever you want men to do to 
you, do also to them, for this is the Law and the 
Prophets.” 
 
Be a Christian gentleman when disagreeing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
 3 Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, Translated 
and edited by William F. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich, 
(Chicago, IL: The Universtiy of Chicago Press, 1957, 
Eleventh Impression 1968). 
 4 In dealing with an erring member of the body, there 
is a point when the church must withdraw fellowship, if the 
person will not be restored (Gal. 6:1, 2; James 5:19, 20; 1 Cor. 
5; 2 The. 3). This practice is sadly neglected today in the 
church, but it is commanded by our Lord.  



Is It Worth It? 
Have you ever wondered what the value of 

something was?  I know I have. Who could blame me, or 
how could I blame you in this?  It seems as if in our finite 
world that the American public is fixated on value.  In other 
words; what is it worth, how much am I worth, or how much 
are they worth?  Our culture has promoted one’s need to 
place a value on things.   
 
 Placing value on things in general is not harmful, but 
it could become so.  For example: when one values an item 
above his or her life, when one values something over 
his/her family, or when one values anything over God.  All 
of these examples will lead to something that will destroy 
one’s life, family, or relationship with God.  These are things 
that we all know.  To value anything over God, to have an 
idol, is not good for one’s soul.  To value something over 
our wife or children will create tension or maybe lead to a 
divorce.  These are all things that we understand, but do we 
hold these same standards when comparing money?   
 
 As men, one of the very basic and foundational 
responsibilities from God was to be the provider of the 
family.  The man must go out and obtain some form of 
wealth to feed, clothe, and shelter his family.  Most men take 
honor in this responsibility, I know I do. But what would 
happen if I put the responsibility above my wife?  What 
would happen if I put it above God?  Let me clarify what I 
mean by placing it above God or family.  Placing above is 
when one works long hours and is hardly ever at home.  He 
misses his children’s baseball games or music recitals.  He is 

too tired after work to worship with his Christian family or 
too tired to have family Bible studies. However, it is easily 
justified because in the male’s mind, he is providing for his 
family.  Maybe the extra time spent working is providing a 
great service for his family.  Maybe it will allow him to 
move up and make more money later in life for his family.  
Maybe it allows for him to provide something above the 
basic needs of food, clothing and shelter, but my question is, 
is it worth it?   
 

Is it worth it to miss out on your children’s 
ballgames and shows? More importantly, is it worth your 
child not being faithful to the Lord when they are older?  Is it 
worth it to take precious time away from your spouse or 
girlfriend?  Is it worth it to deprive yourself of time with 
God in prayer and study, to take time away from 
evangelism? Is it worth it?  Was it worth it to work long and 
hard to have all the material things you have and your “nest 
egg” at retirement age? 

 
Brothers, I know that there are those out there who 

cherish spending time with God and with their families, but 
because of extenuating circumstances, working long hours, 
double shifts, or taking an extra job has become a necessity. 
For these men we should be praying diligently, and we 
should reach out to them to encourage them during this hard 
time in their lives. 
 
“For what does it profit a man to gain the whole world and 
forfeit his soul?” Mark 8:36 (ESV). 
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